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Campaigners Accused of Plagiarism
'No Difference of Opinion' on .Issues
By DON BURGE
Essentially it has been a
campaign without issues.
And of the few issues. which
have been raised-finances,
transportation, Richard Wilson,
communications, ecology-almost
no difference of opinion has
surfaced. In fact, in the words of
one candidate, Nancy Koch:
"This has been the greatest
campaign for plagarism I've ever
seen. One candidate comes out
with an issue and nobody attacks
it. Instead everybody adopts it."
Thus .as Albuquerque voters go
to the polls today to select three
new city commissioners they may
have a hard time remembering
. who-if anyone-said what. And
voters are expected to turn out in
record numbers; perhaps over
30,000.
Recapitulation
The following is a brief
recapitulation of the issues which
have been raised and the rough
numerical division of the
candidates:
-FINANCES: All of the

Polling Places
Polls for the Albuquerque City
Commission election will be open
today until 7 p.m.
At stake in the election are
three seats on the City
Commission, one Municipal judge
seat and bond issues totalling $15
million.
If you do not know the
location of your voting place call
the Bernalillo County Clerk at
243·4526 or 842·6021.
candidates agree the city's
financial picture is "screwed up."
Solutions to the problem,
however, range from imposing a
city income tax to cutting the
salaries of toiJ administrators.

2A.
3A.
4A.
5A.
6A.
7 A.
BA.
9A.
lOA.
llA.
12A.
13A.
14A.
15A.
16A.

Additionally, 2 6 of the 30
candidates agree that the
proposed $15 nullion bond issue
is necessary, although some have
said one or more of the eight
portions of the bond issue should
be defeated.
.
Most of the candidates have
said the city could go a long way
to solving the financial problem
by "straightening out the garbage
system" by either going to a
commercial pick-up service or by
stopping the program of the city
issuing plastic bags.
Save More
Additionally, a number of
candidates have said the city
could save money if it would only
institute "a sensible bookkeeping
system.''
None of the candidates,
however, have given complete,
detailed plans for dealing with the
city's finances.
-TRANSPORTATION: Most
of the candidates have ignored
transportation as an issue. In fact,
only three candida:tes have offered
any definitive solution at all. And
that solution essentially has been
to beef up the bus system in such
a way as to make it attractive

enough to encourage individual
drivers to leave their cars at home.
-RICHARD WILSON: .The
candidates are split evenly. Half
would fire him outright. Half
would keep him-or at least
"carefully evaluate" him before
firing him.
Vacillating Commission
Essentially the issue is whether
or not Wilson has done his job
correctly, exceeded his power,
acted forcefully or whether the
current City Commission
members have been so vacillating
that it becomes impossible . to
blame the city manager for
anything he has done.
-COMMUNICATIONS:
Everyone is for improved
communications L~Lw~en city
officials and city citizens. And
virtually every candidate has said
he or she would be more
''a vail able'' than present
Commissioners have been. To
accomplish this all have said at
least one Commissioner should be
available on Saturdays.
Additionally, a few candidates
have suggested City Hall should be
kept open one night a week to
allow private citizens to conduct

their business without having to
take time off from their jobs.
Development
-ECOLOGY: Everyone is
"for" ecology. And while most
candidates accept the fact that
Albuquerque will continue to
grow, they add that the city needs
to establish and follow a plan of
development for future uses.
Included in this, they say, is the
need for more "clean industry" in
the city, which, of course, would
provide more jobs and thus help
the city's financial picture.
Beyond this, however, the plans
for future development range
from Malcolm Miller's suggested
use of "every available acre of
land before we try further
expansion" to Marion Cottrell's
"let's stop building out and plan a
greater use of what we have
already used."
Thus with the issues, such as
they are, here is the order the
candidates will appear on the
ballot (the number refers to actual
ballot position):
4 Year Term
Vote for Two
lA. James E. Greer.

Ray R. Baca.
Kenneth Roy Connell.
Daryl R. Harrell.
Marion M. Cottrell.
Herbert M. Hughes.
Donald W. Heavner, Sr.
George A. Jelson.
Duane B. McCauley.
Solomon W. Brown.
Robert C. Poole,
Daniel William Olivas.
Carlo M. Flumiani.
David Michael Post.
Raymond E. Garvey.
(Vacant.)

Unexpired Term (2 years)
Vote for One
17 A. John Laurence Rust .
18A. James J. Martinez,
19A. Frank J. Biro.
20A. Joseph E. Green.
21A. Edward M. Murphy.
22A. Nancy D. Koch.
23A. Max E. Carmona.
24A. Jerome Greenblatt.
25A. Joyce Gross Costello.
26A. James S. Mulholland.
27 A. Malcolm Henry Miller.
28A. Hamilton Rogers.
29A. Alex Abeyta, Jr.
30A. Gary C. Mahan.
31A. C.• Vern Elliott.

Mulholland Out of Race
Independent candidates James
S. M u 1holland announced
yesterday he was dropping out of
the City Commission race because
of ill health.
Mulholland's name, however,
will remain on the ballot,
32A. (Vacant.)
Additionally voters will be
asked to select a municipal judge:
Municipal Judges
4 Year Term
Vote for One
33A. Frederick M. Mowrer.
34A. John B. Speer,
35A. John E. Brown.

Happy ThieuHas His 'Victory,' ~
Unhappy 'Opponents' Cry 'Farce!' """
SAIGON (UPI)- President
Nguyen Van Thieu Monday hailed
his unopposed 91.5 per cent
landslide "victory11 in South
Vietnam's presidential election as
a "very good achievement •.. in
implementing democr.tcy."
Hispolitical adversaries called it a
"farce" and a day of shame for
South Vietnam.
There was no immediate
official comment on the election
from the U.S. Embassy in Saigon.
(In New York, the Mutual
Broad casting System reported
U.S. ambassador to South
Vietnam Ellsworth Bunker said he
had been disappointed when
Thieu announce·d he would run
unopposed. But Bunker, in a
con versa t ion with Mutual
President Victor C. Diehm, said he
was optimistic about the future of
Democracy in South Vietnam.)
Demonstrations
Violent anti-government and
anti-American demonstrations had
been feared in the wake of the
Sunday election but they failed to
materialize. Demonstrations had
swept South Vietnam in the
weeks leading to election d!:!y.
But in the nation's second
1a r g e s t city 1 D a Nang,
anti-government Buddhists
charged that an American
serviceman had. joined South
Vietnamese polic~ Su_nday in
suppressing demonstrations ·and
street - fighting which left one
dead and 57 injured
In the central co~st port of Qui
Nhon, Buddhist nuns from an
orphanage marchnd
~llC
province headquarters'- to &.V
protest
the teargassing of their wards
Sunday.
L-

,
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T hi e u waited u n t i 1
mid-afternoon Monday, when
preliminary official figures
showed he had won 5,776,074 of
6,311,853 votes cast Sunday or
about 91.5 per cent, before
issuing a statement from the
presidential palace.
The government election
information center said 353,148
votes were invalid and counted
against Thieu. That amounted to
5.5 per cent of the vote. Officials
said there were some "missing
ballots" and it would be one or
two days before all the votes
could be accounted for.
Thieu had said he would quit if
he didn't get more than 50 per
cent of the votes cast.
The victory statement noted
the heavy election· day turnout
of 87 per cent- larger than any
election since the days of the late
president Ngo Ninh Diem.
" . . Achievement
.•This IS really a ve~y good
achievement , of our n.att.on and
~>Ur people 1~ the bUildmg and
tmplementtng d~mocracy.
Nobody .can deny ~his and the
Communists an~ their,!ack~ys can
no longer distort, satd the
~tate~e_nt.
.
.
Political observers m Saigon
said the results s~owed ~he
stren~h that the _provmce .ch1efs
appomte~ by Th1eu have m the
countryside. All of them a~e army
colonels, and observers smd they
were ordered to get out the vote
and rilake. sure it went to Thi~u.
In Sa1gon- ne":er a ~h!eu
<~.tronghold- electmn officials
• d oa
6
t
sat'd T"h'1eu recmye
o • per cen
of the vote w1th 17 per cent
declared invalid.

Two days before the election
South Vietnamese Supreme
Court suggested that Thieu fire
three of his province chiefs in the
Mekong Delta on the grounds that
they had rigged the ballot results
of the legislative elections Aug.
29.
th~

No Firing
Thieu did not fire them and the
three provinces concerned-Binb
Thuan, Vinh Binh and Bac Lieu rolled up pro-Thieu percentages of
94.2 per cent, 99.3 per cent and
99.6 per cent.
·
Thieu, 48, had won election in
1967 with 35 per cent of the vote
in a field of 11 candidates and he
was determined to better the
score.
The most bitter comments on
the election cama from the camps
of the two men who dropped out
of the race, charging Thieu with
rigging the election.
. Gen. Duong Van (Big) Minh,
who led the 1963 coup against
Diem, told friends Monday "I am
ashamed for my country.
Presidant ThiEm has no possibility
of uniting the country. You must
win the people's hearts to do
that."
·
Backers of Vice President
Nguyen Cao Ky issued a
statement calling the election a
ccfarce." They dem~: J~d the U.S.
cut off aid immediately to the
Thieu government, and said "We
do not recognize the leadership of
Mr. Nguyen Van Thieu. We do not
recognize all the fabricated results
of' the election which Mr. Thieu's
police machinet·y organized and
controlled."

Superjoose Prices Vary:
Pushers
Disclose Motive
Mother Fletcher's Superjoose.
....

I:& you're ever feeling brave, you can sample this hot
pink sytupy stuff for 20 cents at Mitchell Hall. Or 15 cents
in the journalism building.
'
Wonder why that its...
Does Sandia Vending Co. know it's selling the same can
of Superjoose at two different prices?
Absolutely, said Sandia Vending secretary Kathy
Campion.
"We like to vary the price selection in the same machine
in order to give students a choice,, she said.
No, that's not what the question was. We aren't talking
about different prices for different products in the same
machine. It's different prices for the same product in
different machines.
Isn't is possible that the prices vary from machine to
~chine because somebody hasn't been paying attention
to them?
No, said Ms. Campion, tl"at's just the way they do things
at Sandia Vending.
It figures.

..,.
au
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Prayer Amendment Called
Post-Blitz
Eng
lana--In
Vietnam
I
Religious Freedom Threat
I

j
~

A Question of Manners
Peter Starr, Zimmerman's circulation
librarian, wrote a letter to The Lobo
today about a brief, but unpleasant,
encounter he had with a faculty member
who presumed upon his title to merit
special treatment in a routine
administrative procedure, checking out a
book.
Starr reminded the gentleman, using
the word gentleman advisedly, that being
a faculty member does not per se confer
on one any special privileges, that
teaching is a service profession, and does
not automatically give a faculty member
a social status a cut above that of a
student.
Starr said he did not know who the
faculty member was, but any student
who has attended UNM, or been
employed here, can easily put one of a

dozen names on such an action as he
describes.
It's not that students care that most
UNM professors spend a great deal of
time worrying about getting a more
auspicious parking place, or trying to get
an office with a better view. What they
care about is when that frenzied
grubbing aft.:r a solid place in the
pecking order automatically sets up
students, and sLuqent employes, as a
lower social caste to build a secure state
of mind for the professor.
We commend Starr, for his all too rare
attitude of social equality for students.
We also urge students, and Starr's
counterparts throughout the University,
to keep reminding the status conscious
professors that this University is for the
benefit of the students, not the faculty.

"In future we would like this referred to as a heartening upswing ... "

letters • • •
Coverage Questioned
Using The Lobo as an example
of the type of training future
working journalists receive at
universitiM, it's no wonder our
newspapers are so bad. As I
understand the basic purpose of a
news article is to present the facts
of a situation in an unbiased
fasion.
I am constantly amazed to see
events that 1 have been involved
with and which have been
"reported," to be the farthest
thing from what actuallv
occurred.
•
A group of people in my 290
class spent a great deal of time
working on a document
explaining a position we took on
the grading question. That
document was in fact read by one
of the members or our group. The
miniscule coverage we received is
<.'ertainly an editorial decision but
in this case such coverage
completely missed both the
purpose as well as the fact
involved.
Perhaps The Lobo considers the
city elections, the park curfew
and good old Ferrel telling us
once again that the problem of
communication at the University
is nearly insurmountable (anyone
remember the strike) as being
more important than giving
complete coverage to a group of
people who are really trying to
opening deal with matters that
concern them and their
University? Or perhaps we can
solve some of the education
problems we have by "focusing on
the library •.. "
It might just be that my
priorities are diff!!rent than The
Lobo's, but at least we could ask
for complete coverage on a news
Page 2

story rather than the inept
reporting we're accustomed to
receiving.
Jim Gambone

*Realtors
* OK
*
(Editor's Note: Rep. Virgil
Rhodes is associated with Rhodes
Enterprises Inc. here in
Albuquerque. The firm is listed in
the telephone directory yellow
pages under the real estate section
and advertises "new home sales,
home building and remodeling.")
Regarding your editorial in The
Lobo of Sept. 17, 1971, "Man
Bites Dog," I resent very much
your statement that they
(Regents), "apparently have come
to the realization that real estate
developers, like politicians,
ambulance-chasers and used car
dealers, are not to be trusted. o;
I, as a businessman and an
elected state official, pay a
considerable sum in taxes and
spend considerable time with no
compensation on matters in the
interest of the people of New
Mexico. I realize not aU real estate
de ve 1opers, politicians,
ambulancc·chnsers and used car
dealers are ethical in all business
practices.
However, it is my opinion that
most of them are honest,
hardworking taxpayers, withou~
which an institution such as UNM
would not be In existence and
available for your use at
considerable taxpayers expense.
I request that you make a
public apology for the statement
made and if specific cases of
dishonesty are available, they
should be exposed individl!3!ly
and not as a profession.
Rep. Virgil Rhodes (R·Bern.)
District 14

Faculty Arrogance
Severa! minutes after
Zimmerman Library had closed
last Saturday evl'ning, a man
:remaining in the building wanted
to check out some libmry
materials. When I explained to
him that the library closed, but
that we would be happy to hold
his books until the next day, he
waved his card in my face and
said~ inCiedulously, but with
triumphant confidence- "But I
am a faculty member." He was
quite unconcerned that I had
:refused to check out books to
several student-s before him, and 1
am sure it never occurred to him
that he might be keeping any
number of clerical or student
employes overtime without pay.
I neither know this man's
name, nor want to, but I take this
opportunity to apologize for any
humiliation he may have suffered
at learning that I too, am a faculty
member, or at my asking whether
be1ng a faculty member made him
a big shot.

My object in writing this letter
is to answer that last question:
neither he nor I are big shots. We
are both employed by the State of
New Mexico to perform a service
to its stude ..ts. Our faculty rank
confers not "privilege," but rather
responsibility, including a
responsibility to respect
University regulations. There are
procedures for changing
disadvantageous r!!gulations, but
pulling rank and intimidating
underpaid cl(!rical staff (I have no
doubt that he mistook me for a
student employe) are not among
them.
Peter Starr
Circulation Librarian

LOBO

World

News

By United Pross International

Blount: Boycott French Goods
WASHINGTON- Postmaster General Winton M. Blount
urged Americans Monday to boycott French products to
force Paris to take stronger action to cut off the flow of
French · processed heroin to the United States.
"Why should the American people buy French goods when
an estimated 80 per cent of the heroin which finds its way
into tl!is country and into the bloodstreams of our young still
comes from France?" Asked Blount. " ... There is no reason
why the individual American citizen cannot have a role in the
war against the international drug traffic!'
Said Blount: "I call on the American people to institute a
boycott of all French goods now until the French clean up
this cesspool with which our young are being contaminated."
Blount, a cabinet· level official as head of the U.S. Postal
Service, urged the boycott in a speech prepared for an
appearance in Dallas, Tex. A Postal Service spokesman said it
was presumed that Blount's proposal had Administration
endorsement.
"If the American people decided to boycott French goods
and did so until the cost of the boycott exceeded the benefits
of the drug traffic out of Marseilles, then greater efforts
might be taken to end that traffic," said Blount. He spoke at
dedication of a new postal stamp designed to draw attention
to the nation's drug problem.
Blount cited France as a major source of heroin sold
illegally in the United States, smuggled into this country by
international narcotics peddlers.
Government officials have said previously that the French
Meditenanean port of Marseille.; was the main processing
point for heroin, produced from opium poppies grown
mostly in Turkey. It is also processed at clandestine
laboratories in other French ports that have direct access
both to the United States and Turkey.

House Upholds Nixon Move

,,
I

I,
'

Medina Quits Army

NEW MEXICO LOBO

QUI NHON, South Vietnam
(UPI) - Grass grows through
cracks in the Tarmac· at the Qui
Nhon Airfield now, and the
barbed wire on the perimeter is
collapsing from rust and is
covered with trash,
In the center of the field lies
the hulk of a cargo · p!lme that
crashed a while back - too big to
move and too badly damaged to
repair. The paint flakes off
abandoned quonsets, and their
glassless windows stare out like
empty, unseeing eyes.
Qui Nhon Airfield, 250 miles
northeast of Saigon and one of
the busier strips in Vietnam
during the heyday of American
involvement in the war, has been
abandoned by everyone but a few
Vietuamese, and is reminiscent of
one of those ancient aerodrome
relics of World War II that litter
southeast England.
Volumes
Somehow it seems to speak
---rol-;.~mes-a~~---M~other day and
age in Vietnam, when tens of
thousands of American, Korean
and Vietnamese troops bombed
and blasted their way the length
and breadth of Binh Dinh
Province, searching for an enemy

UNM'MediaWeek'
StartsNextMonday

WASHINGTON (UPI)- The House handed President
Nixon. and his new econo:n::ic policy a crucial victory Monday
when 1t refused to block hts order delaying a $2.6 billion • a ~
year praise for federal workers for six months.
Although generally along party lines, there were enough
Democratic desertions and absenteeism to swing the decision
in the President's favor. The vote was 207 to 17 4.
Democratic leaders in the House had claimed that Nixon
was discriminating against the 4.25 million civilian and
military employes who had been promised a pay raise of
from 5.5 to 6 per cent on Jan. 1.
But Nixon, who laid his prestige on the line in this vote
~laimed that his new economic policy would be "torpedoed':
if. the House or Senate overrode his decision to delay the
rruse.
Under the law, a negative vote by either the House or the
Senate would block the President's order, announced along
with his sweeping economic policy switch Aug. 15.
The deadline for acting on Nixon's order is Thursday, but
Sen. Gale W. McGhee (D-Wyo.), chairman of the Senate Post
Office and Civil Service Committee, said he would seek a vote
in the Senate before that time.
He said his committee would send to the Senate floor a
"resolution of disapproval" similar to the one defeated in the
House.
If the Senate approves the resolution, the pay raise would
go into effect on Jan. 1.

FT. McPHERSON, Ga.- Capt. Ernest L. Medina, who was
found ~nno:ent less than two weeks ago of murder charges at
My La1, res1gned from the Army Monday with "deep sonow
and regret.;,
"'
The veteran officer who said after his court . martial that
his 16 · year military career was finished despite the
acquittal, requested an honorable discharge and complete
separation from the army.
Medina's discharge went to the adjutant general of the 3rd
Army here and will be forwarded to the department of the
Army for final action. His attorney, Capt. Mark Kaddish said
the request is espected to be granted in about two weeks:
Medina will go to work after his discharge for F. Lee
Bailey, his chief counsel at the court • martial. Bailey said the
S?ldier .would be a corpora~ion ex~cutive with the helicoper
frrm Dalley heads at Menommee, MiCh.

Old Airfields Never Die ... They Just Rot

Starting next Monday, UNM
will kick off its first annual
traditional "Experiment in the
Media Week."
Running through Oct. 17, the
experiment, a joint effort of the
Student Activities office, Film
Committee, the Popular
Entertainment Committee and the
Speakers Committee, will bring to
UNM almost every medium of
communication from live KUNM
broadcasts from the Mall to
experimental theater groups to
old movies to live performances
by rock bands.
Free Entertainment
And most of it, with the
exception of two films
("Casablanca" and "A Man Called
Horse") and a show by Three Dog
Night, will be free. Yes, FREE.
Free! Absolutely free. Gratis. Fer
nuthin'. Won't cost you a dime!
Entertainment for the sake of
entertainment! Brotherhood
expressed without charge through
all the modern media available!
Isn't it amaz .•.
(Cool it. Cool it. Maintain.
Don't get carried away.)
Schedule Sketch
The Blue Dome theater group
will start things off with a
three·hour workshop in
experimental theater in the Union
Ballroom. At 8 p.m. that night,
they will present their immortal
performance of "The Buffalo
Dance."
The week's activities will then
rarnble through films like
'' Ha 11 u ci nations," Science
Fiction," "Stone Sonata."' and
"Boiled Egg."
Panel Discussions
There will also be panel
discussions on sensitivity training,
an exhibit of Dennis Hopper's art
collection, and maybe even a visit
by Hopper (but don't count on it
just yet).
Tom Hogg, originator of The
Experiment, said it all came about
as a result of the Student
Activities office's search for
"more activities for the
students - both educating and
entertaining."
"We hope to make this an
annual traditional event, and
stimulate other groups to provide
students with more activities," he
.added.
·

they occasionally found but never
Even so, there are serious
defeated.
questions about parts of the
Qui Nhon is the capital of Binh strategy, and about whether there
Dinh, the biggest province in the is enough time left in the war for
country i.n.both population and any army to pacify the toughest
area, and keystone of any territory in Vietnam.
government {llan in both
Toehold
population and area, and keystone
Binh Dinh's 900,000 residents
of any government plan to control have had a long and troublesc:ime
the central part of Vietnam.
association with the Communists.
It was the potential seizure of The party got its toehold in
Binh Dinh and the consequent central Vietnam in this province
Joss of control of the seacoast end in the 1930s, and later it was the
of Highway 19 into the Central scene of some major French
Highlands that the Americans defeats during the first Indochina
feared most back in 1965, when ·war.
There isn't any really good
they spoke of the Communist
effort to cut Vietnam in two.
explanation for this. Binh Dinh is
Slipping
so poorer than most other
The Allies tried in this provinces in South Vietnam- in
province - tried bard but fact its people may be slightly
apparently failed. Binh Dinh is the bet tcr off than thoso of tho
most recalcitrant province in the Mekong Delta.
Mostly they are farmers and
country, and even after six years
of Allied effort, it ilppears to be fishermen, and the bulk of them
slipping backward rather than live in the narrow coastal plain
moving forward, even if only a bit that forms the eastern third of the
province. There has never been
at a time.
Recently, to cope with the any serious land reform problem
buckslip and to offset the effects here as there was in the delta.
Some Americans here think
of withdrawal of the last U.S.
troops, the South Vietnamese, at Binh Dinh is a difficult place
Amerifcan urging, have launched because Saigon has sent a series of
yet another effort to pacify Binh corrupt and inconsistent officials
to govern it. Others trace a
Dinh province.
The new effort, named Tang revolutionary history in the
Bat Ho, after a famous general province back to the 19th 'century
who comes from the province, wh~n General Nguyen Hue, led
seems on the surface better the armies of central Vietnam in
planned and more rational than any :resistance to the attempts of a
of the Allied efforts that were Saigon dynasty to establish
made here.
control in this part.

WASHINGTON (UPI)- A
group of church leaders and
congressmen warned Monday that
a proposed constitutional
amendment on prayer would
threaten religious freedom but
conceded they have an uphill fight
to defeat the resolution,
·
"If It was up for a vote today
I'm sure we would lose," said
Rep. James C. Corman (D·Calif. ),
a leader of the group that held a
news conference to repeat earlier
publicized argumE;'nts against the
measure.
!
.
The resolution was forced out
of the House Judiciary Committee
on a discharge petition signed by
218 House members in a drive led
by Rep. Chalmer::; P. Wylie
(R·Ohio) at the request of a
housewife constituent. The House
will consider it Nov. 8.
The resolution would amend
the Constitution's Bill of Rights,
the first time in the nation's
history that the basic doctrine of
an American's rights would be
altered. To become effective it
would require a two·thirds vote of
approval in the House and Senate
and ratification by three • fourths
of the state legislatures.
·
To Prayer
The resolution states: "Nothing
contained in this constitution
shall abridge the rights of persons
lawfully assembled, in any public
building· which is llupported in
whole or in part through the
expenditure· of public funds, to

participate in nondenominational
prayer."
Its supporters claim the
amendment would permit prayers
in public schools and reverse the
1963 Supreme Court ruling.
Opponents of the amendment
claim the court never altered that
right but said only that t'he
govemment could not dictate the
kind of prayer offered or require
that it be recited,
"It would weaken religion" said
Rep. Fred Schwengel (R·Iowa),
the lone Republican among the
nine House members at the news
conference,
"It would be the most serious
and deleterious a(;tack yet on the
Bill of Rights," said Rep. Emanuel
Celler (D·N.Y.), chairman of the
Judiciary Committee and long •
time foe of past prayer
amendment movements.
Voluntary
"Voluntary prayers may now
be said and are being said in
classrooms, but they are not
mandatory," said Washington
Bishop John Wesley Lord of the
United Methodist Church. "This
amendment would legalize and
put the sanction of government
behind a kind of religion," said
David K. Hunter, deputy general
secretary of the National Council
of Churches,
"If people are concerned about
a vacuum in religion in our public
schools, then they should not
have concern because they are
teaching about religion.

YOU WILL BE READING
OVER 1000 wpm

BY DECEMBER 15th!
By enrolling in the Nationally acclaimed Reading Dynamics Course which
begins now, you will be reading 1000·2000 words per minute by the end of
April. These are the rates of our average graduate. In fact, if you arc not reading
at least three times more efficiently by the end of the course, we will give you all
of your tuition back. In addition our average graduate improves his comprehen·
sian 5·15%.
In addition to the reading skills learned, we will teach you the most complete studying and note·taking system given in this part of the country. You
develop this system in your own texts, so homework can be done while learning
this new skill.

FIND OUT YOURSELF
ATTEND A FREE MINI-LESSON IN THE SUB
"

Attend a
FREE INTRODUCTORY MINI-LESSON

IN THE SUB
TODAY
S.U.B. Room 231 A
4:30 p.m. & 7:00 p.m.
come by and .see us at our new location

j$-fTAFEL
1 A.M.· 2 P.M.

5 P.M.· 9 P.M

01/Jsed Sundays

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS

9129-4TH N.W.

898-5533
II
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Reformer Ex-conNamed
Hell Hole' Prison Fit for Rats To Attica Study Committee
Orleans Inmates Riot, Plaintiffs Fear Total Breakdown

Spare "'""M<dio
Change

i~i;;i

;(;l

NEW ORLEANS (UPl)Orleans Parish Prison- thj)
county jail here - is a hell hole,
even by prison standards.
Its dismal 43·ycnr history is a
chronicle of filth, ovetctowding, ·
undllrstaffing, uprisings, selCI,ml
assaults and mass escap~s.
Grand Jury reports and
national publications have said it
is fit only for the rats that are its
sole willing inhabitants.
City voters have approved $3.5
million to build a new prison,
which wiU probably cost around
$14 million with the federal
government chipping in.
But the new prison is about
three years away from
compllltion, and nobody is sure
the old jail, which houses nearly
1000 inmates in space designated
for 500, will hold together that
long.
Rampaged
On Sept. 20, 267 prisoners
rampaged through its dingy
recesses, burning mattresses,
dpping out plumbing, chanting
militant slogans and brandishing
foot·long homemadll knives from
barred windows.
Police arml)d with riot controL
gear finally quieted the uprising,,
but by that time $15,000 worth
of damage had been done.
Possible charges against
participants ln the riot are still
under consideration.
84 prisonl)rs have escaped in
the last nine months.
Two dayli after the uprising,
five inmates- including n
convicted murderer of six
persons - went over the wall right
in front of a guard tower that
shollld have been manned and

wasn't. The guard responsible was
fired.
The next day brought two legal
developments that could affect
the prison and its administrators.
Shutdown
A gro\tp of Inmates filed
motions in U.S. District Court
here to shut down the jail and
have city fathers cited for
contempt for failing ~o improve
the prison lit; urdered by Lhe courL
last year.
At the same time. District
Attorney Jim Garrison's office
said it was launching an "in·depth
investigation" of the prison
administration, headed by
Criminal Sheriff Louis A. Heyd Jr.
U.S. District Judge Herbert W.
Christenberry ordered the city or
New Orleans a year ago to correct
conditions at the prison :without
delay.
Heyd, who has always agreed
with the assessment that the jail
was unfit for human habitation,
asked the city for improvement
money, but got; very little.
In their petition to have the
. prison closed, inmates contend it
has "deteriorated to such a
condition as to be uninhabitable
for either, animals or humans.
Inhuman
"Because of the absolute,
sordid and inhuman living
conditions," the motion said,
"plaintiffs fear that a complete
breakdown will soon occur in
Padsh Prison, and that rioting,
killing, arson and anarchy will
occur, and that the closing of
Parish Prison is a necessity in
order to save innocent lives.''
Chribteuberry scheduled
hearings on the motions Oct. 13.

I

Over 30

Diff~rent

Sandwiches
Mon•Sat
11 a.m.-3 a.. m.
Sun
11 a.m~-1 a;m.
1600 Central SE
842·6736

tli
Heyd says his testimony at that

NEW YORK (UPI)- When he "Then it occurred to me for the·
was 16 and president o£ the first time that- hey, man, that
Imperial Lords, a teen-age gang in can't be. The trouble must be me.
hearing will be the same as it was Harlem, Amos Henix went to There were four children in our
before Christenberry last year.
prison for five years on a charge family and I was the only one
"I said. at the time the place of assault.
who ·got in trouble. I was the
was overcrowded, unfit in many , He went to prison four more trouble."
areas for human habitation, that times i11 his life, At the age of 33
The dawning occurred in Rikers
we were understaffed and could he turned over a new leaf.
ll;,land. When a determined Heni:x:
not provide the basic security
Now that he is 42, Amos Henix was released it was hard to follow
outside as well as inside."
is in a unique kind of limelight. the new course he had set for
Patrols
He is one of the nine·member himself.
Heyd has 24 guards to patrol citizens committee 11amed to
Off Drugs
Ute jail 24 hours a day, seven days in ves ti gate all aspects of the
"Like 1 was off drugs for eight
a week. He says he ne!!ds four Attica Prison uprising in which 10 months while I was at Rikers. But
times that number to keep the hostages and 32 prisonllrs were w1te11 I got off the ferry the day I
inmates from breaking out and killed,
was released, I spread my arms
from assaulting each other and
To have an ex-convict on such a wide, took a deep breath."
their jailers.
"My muscles loc)l:ed! My eyes
committlle is a first for New York
22 guards have been attacked state - or any state, for that watered! My nose rail! I was so
by prisoners since Jan. 1.
matter. Wh~tt kind of man is short of breath I was yawning.
"We have few men, and He nix?
How do you explain it? I've been
secondly the pdson is falling
He is executive director of through withdrawal enough times
down," the sheriff said. "The Reality House, a rehabilitation to recognize the symptoms. I was
material to make weapons and center for narcotics addicts and. going through withdrawal
things to break out is so easily ex•ctiminals. During three hour symptonlS and I hadn't had any
available. Your building should interview Henix talked freely of dr1.1gs for eight months!"
give you about 80 per cent of his career in crime and his new
During his own rehabilitation,
yo~,tr security. Ours is a detriment.
Henix
said he learned that his
leaf.
"It's extremely doubtful that
trouble all those years was that he
Determine
with what we have we can hold
Married for the second time had to keep face with his peers;
this thing together for three more and the father of six, ~he black, He couldn't chicken oui. .
years," said Heyd, who had just muscular Henix possesses a
In the old days hll snorted
filed a motion to have the state powerful and dlltermined attitude heroin for the first time because
courts restrict him from admitting toward life- "There is no such he didn't want to be accused of
any more inmates to the jail.
being afraid. The new Henix,
thing as an incorrigible."
Even when repairs can be paid
This philosophy has bllen used looking back, says he should have
for, Heyd said, outside workers to develop the Reality House drug had the courage to tell his peersare reluctant to do them.
rehabilitation program which is "Look, man, laugh at me. I don't
''A lot of the people don't want distinguished by the fact that it want to get messed up with that
to come in and do the work with haS had "zero" repeaters.
stuff. You can do it and fall dead,
the prisoners standing there
One of the graduates of the That's not for me,"
looking over their shoulders. program heads a methadone
Wrong Choices
Thlly're a little nervous, Especially maintenance program. Another is
"I made the WJ:ong choices.
when they think about hostages. vice president of the Fortune What happens is all a. matter of
Especially after Attica."
Society, which helps those . making the good choices or the
The sheriff said that with his released from jail. Several others bad choices."
presen~ staff, there is no way to
During his crime years, Henix
head up narcotics rehabilitation
prevent the homosexual assaults centers.
prided himself on one thing: never
and bllatings common among
Henix said he spent. a total of having gone to jail twice for the
prisonllrs.
13 years in prison and was on same thing. He didn't. H(} went
"'When we closo tho door on drugs 11 years.
for assault, forgery, drugs,
them it's with a sense of
He served time in New York at possession of firearms, concealed
frustration and despair, knowing Elmira Reformatory, Harts Island, weapons.
all we can ask is for God to help Rikers Island, Brooklyn House of
The key to rehabilitation at
them," he said. "Our hands are Detention, Manhattan House of Reality House, with a budget of
tied.''
Detention and Bronx County several. hundred thousands of
=::---House of Detention, Bergen dollars, is getting a person to
County Prison in New Jersey and "admit that he has a problem and
two federal prisons, including it's not drugs and it's not the
Lewisberg Prison in Pennsylvania. establishment," Henix said. "It's
the person."
In and Out
Of the work to be done by the
Prison sentences had Henix in
and out of jail between the ages of committee that inlcudes him,
Henixsaid:
16 and 33.
"This is not only for the
Yet - he now is the
personification of a man who has convicts or for Attica. It is for
sought a long time for his society as a whole. Unless we have
identity, for his important and a better way of treating people,
influential place in the the trouble will contirtue to spill
out on society."
mainstream of society.
.
Truth
It was while be was in Rikers
Henix said he believes his
Island Prison that Henix entered
group therapy, run by ex·addicts participatlqn in the investigation
from Exodus House, a drug will help to get out the truth.
' 1As an ex-convict, when I'm
rehabilitation unit. He went to
Exodus House soon after serving talking to the convicts I'll be able
his last term, eight months- to tell when it's a lie and when it's
graduated, and stayed on to work a truth."
The Reality House operation,
there. In 1967, he and others left
by
the way, goes behind barsExodus House to bring the
concept of rehabilitation to the but not those at Attica. It .is the
. streets of Harlem from thll only drug rehabilitation program
manned largely by ex-convicts to
storefront "Reality House.''
He attended Manhattan be permitted to go into
Community Coliege and has Gceenbaven Prison in New York.
Perhaps the best description of
received an Associate of Arts
the
effect of the new Henbc comes
degree. He serves on the boards of
many community agencies in in a letter from the first graduate
of Reality House.
Harlem.
"As a member of the program
New Leaf
What happened to Henix to and its first graduate, I can tell
make him turn over this new leaf you of the strength, courage and
and become dedicated to helping responsibility I achieved while
others across the difficult bridge there. These qualities have helped
me to be better able to face the
to a new, straight life?
harsh
realities of the world in
Tugging at his greying mutton
which we live,
chops r e fle cti ely, Henix
"No monetary repayment
' answered the question. Believe it
or not, he said, what happened would ever suffice for my life,
was, a light went on inside his which was saved with the help of
Reality House.''
·
head one day. He said:
"I always rationalized and
blamed society and the
New Mexico Lobo
establishment and poverty and the
fact that I was black," he said.
Vol. 75
No. 27
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9:00 AM-7~00 PM
Prescriptions filled
:::li~Jfl:T,; Sunglasses
Repair Service
Skilled Frame
Fitting
Most~r Charge &
BcmkAmericord

CASEY OPTICAL
next to Casey's Rexall Dtug
4312lomas NE 255-6329
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Police .J:eddle for Extra Income

by Charles Andrews
I don't personally know a
whole lot of people who cried
whim they heard about the Black
Sabbath concert being
cancelled .. , b11t I do know many
who were upset when they heard
that Leon Russell a11d the Ike and
Tina Turner Revue were the other
acts which were considered and
rejected, because of Black
Sabbath's supposed big drawing
power. It's a raN promoter who
cares about anything beyond how
much money he can make on a
concert; if an act which has the
probability of showing a high
profit margin for a promoter also
happens to be a good act, that's
fine-but it's also a coincidence.
It would be ridiculous to ask a
promoter to IJting in someone
good who would be a sure money
loser, but there are certain people
who are or could be in the
"promotion gamll" who should
make quality the main criterion
and profit a loosely calculatlld
risk. One of those groups of
people is ASUNM's Popular
Entertainment Committee, but so
far they have pretty much failed.
The Quicksilver/Ballin' Jack/War
concert looks to be all they'll have
to be proud of. Who else are they
handing us? So far, definitely,
only Three Dog Night and the
Guess Who. ·Now, Threll Dog
Night are a lot of fun and all, but
they're not anything more than
the best of the bubblegum groups.
Besides, they've already been to
Albuquerque six times in thll last
three years. The Guess
W b o ? . . , . , I '11 get some
disagreement on this, but most
intelligent; rock fans I know don't
take them seriously either. More

bubbiegum. Suitable for Tricia's
parties but .not for university
audiences,
The Black Sabbath attempt and
the planned I.M Michaela and
Carpenters concl)rts should be
proof eno~tgh that commercial
promoters can't be cou..nted on to
provide quality rock concerts.
Last school year, we saw: RY
Cooder mid Captain Beefheart,
Mark/ Almond, :Phil Ochs, Elton
John, Canned Heat, Little
Richard, John Lee Hooker, the
Platters. Oh yes-and Three Dog
Night. (And those are just the big
names,) Compare just that to thiS
year's nchedule, and you'll see
why it's important that Popular
Entertainment Committee come
· up with much better alternatives
than they1ve thus far offered.

* * *

Chester. Gould strikes again.
True lovers of. the comic strip
have noted that Dick Tracy is
getting into dope. The law's side
of it, of course. To briefly
summarize: A skydiver whose
chute failed to open crashes onto
the car roof of Tracy cohort cop
Groovy Grove, He was carrying
two big bags full of marijuana.
Long time Tracy friends Mr. and
Mrs. Vera Alldid admit he
skydove with them, but they
didn't even know his last name.
What's Tracy's immediate
reaction? "Stick out your arms
with sleeves rolled up-both of
you." Then he notes on his
clipboard that their arms aren't
tracked with needle marks. That's
the kind of logic we've come to
expect from old Gould. It's sort
of nice to know that some things
never change.

<.Ar.ts & Medta ~d1tor_s No~e:
ThiS IS !!art of an mterv1eW With
Alle'! G_msberc done hy James .T.
Harr1s m August for Alternatwe
Fea.t!fres B_ervif~· Most of it was
run m. FrzdaY.s Lobo, hut: space
co ns_1~erat1ons fo~ced t~e
omm.zss1on . of st?me mterestmg
sec.tzons, mcludmg this one.wh1c~ gets another chance toda:t.)
Gmsberg has don~ extenswe
~ese(lrch on th; CIA·~ mvo/vement
m the Indochif!a ?PlUm trade. He
published a bibliography on the
subject in the "Last: Supplement
To T~e Whol~ Earth C~talog" and
contribute1 m~?rmat10n to .the
exp~~e a_rt1cle, The New. Opmm
War . bY Frank. Brownmg and
Bannmg Garrettm the June, 1971
Ramparts. .
..
tyhen qmsberg lllSited CIA
c h zef R 1 chard He 1m s in
Washmgton, D.C., Helms denied
anY, .1~ n_o w~edge of C~A
pa~ticzpation m. the lndochma
opmm trade.. Gu;sberg, though,
· made a bet f.!!lth hzm that he could
proue CIA znvolvement. lf Helms
were to !fin t~e be~. Gi'!sberg
would . glUe ~zm hzs vwr<:> a
J?uddhzst - ,a:mdu bras~ r1tual
''!'ple'!lent Which BY?71bollzes the
~zghtn_mg ~ bolt do~trme of sudden
zll!lmznation. If Grm;berg. were to
wm, Helms would medztate one
hour a day for the rest of his. life,
He I m s has not p u b lz c I y
acknowledged the bet.)

several months and you got a the black market for junk.
habit. Anybody that does that is
Three straight heads of the
just asking for it.
.
Narcotics Department in New
I WQU]dn't recomme11d York City have been busted or
anybody chipping with it, either, removed from their jobs for
bec11use I've never met anybody corruption. Three in a row, the
but myself who's chipping with it latest, being this August, 1971.
11nd not gotten a habit. This is onll
The practical crisis of thll
situation where I would not opiates is nowhere·near as painful
encourage other people to follow as the alcohol cri~is, and if thr.
my example.
police were eliminated and
Bu.t ,you have to distinguish doctors were completely allowed
between heroin and opium and to prescribe maintenance drugs .••
whatnot. Heroin is worse than
A F S: Something like in
opium because you shoot it and England'?
it's harder to control the habit. To
Ginsberg: Yeah, Probably of
control thll toleralJCe of opium organic food, not synthetics like
W?llldn't be so bad, (thollgh) methadone or heroin, but organic,.
n.!ltther would be recommended poppy derivatives. It probably
for anyone who wanted to have would be a Jot safer for
an active ~;ex life ~r travel about, everybody.
AFS: Do you thmk it would be
AFS: How about apomorphine,
gC)od to eliminate all the opium like Burroughs 11sed?
poppies and heroin from the
Ginsberg: If the government
l)arth?
would spend. a few million dollars,
Ginsberg: No. That's not the instead of on Grellce, on basic
answer. Thr. answer is eliminating biochemiatry research including
all the Mafia, ,all the ClA, and all the use of apomorphine, to
the police on earth. Heroin counteract the metaboHc
wol.lldn't exist if it weren't for the unbalance caused by heroin
police agencills. There wo1.1ld just addiction, it pn~bably would
be opiates being used. Heroin is result in finding some form of
just synthetic opium, to get stabilization or cure for the
around police agencies.
nervous system which has been
The police, both fed:Cral, state, outraged by thll introduction of
and local, have class)cally and an alien element for so long.
tradition~lly themselves resorted
It's a medical problem, it's not
to peddling to supplement their a public crisis except that it has
incomlls, and so have multiplied been made so 'by politicking with
AFS: How ~o you feel about the problllm and have driven thll the problem.
the use of herom?
.
doctors out of the field because
~--------Ginsberg; It's a big drag!
the police themselves h~ve had a
Andy Warhol is perfectly
Everybody's always telegraphing
financial interest in maintauung normal. Everbody lllse is warped.
you for money and stealing your ----------7--::::=:::::::~~~:.::..:.=:::....::.;.:.::...:::...::.::!::.::
radio.
AFS: But you've used it in
previous yeau •
Ginsberg: Not to the point of
ever getting a habit, and very, very
carefully, because I obsllrvcd
othe~ people getting habits and
then it':: a mechanical matter of
taking it three times a day for

I'ILMCOLUMN
IV MICHAEL QOCIOMN

A&.l. •QttTa -IRVD IV ALTaMIATM! PIA1'UMS tiiMCE
(MONTREAL)- Being a
French Canadian in Canada is
little bit like being black in the
States. French Canadians are
discriminated against, fucked
over, patronized and exploited.
Last October, the Canadian
Government (under Trudeauostensibly a French Canadian, but
in reality a RICH French
Canadian) suspended civil liberties
in Quebec in order to bust a
number o£ French Canadian
Separatists for the crime of being
alive. The Separatists want
Quebec to be a separate country
from the rest of Canada; Canada
won't buy it.
French Canadian cinema is
practically an unknown quantity
in the United States- in part, for
political reasons (almost all
French Canadian films are
political - implicitly, if not
explicitly). Also most Americans
shouldn't care less about Quebec.
Political
Patriq ue Straram, a well·
known French Canadian (which is
to say ''political") film critic was
sitting around with a group of
friends last Oct. Several minutes
BEFORE Trudeau came on TV to
announce the suspension of civil
liberties, cops appeared at the
door and carted everyone off to
jail. Patrique was in the slam for
nearly three weeks, in solitary for
much of that time. His old lady
was deported. He was allowed to
call a lawyer and was never
charged • with a crime. Being
French Canadian was all it took.
Although there's still a lot of
tension, Patrique is on the street,
~~~~~~«t:~iO!

i:

..
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~.... ~

Diane is back with him, and (for
what it's worth) civil liberties are
back in style, Patrique took me
over to the French Film Board
and showed me a couple of
fascinating movies.
Love Story
"Jusqu' Au Coeur," a film by a
young film maker named Jean
Pierre Lefebre, reminded me of
Godard and Fellini at the same
time - although the film is much
more than a pastiche. Ostensibly a
love story, "Jusqu' Au Coeur" is
built up from short, often
flash· frame sequences- some of
·which are "real" and some of
which are fantasies. The result is
an interior I exterior stream of
consciousness similar to "~Wz,"
except the ambience is much
closer to .. :Rreathless," if you can
dig that.
A typical sequence: The main
character is walking past a store.
He stops a passerby to ask for a
hammer. The passerby pulls out a
hammer and hands it over. "Do
you want the sickle too?" he asks,
pulling onll out. "No thanks,"
says the main character, and busts
the store window. Cut.

...
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"Wow," by Claude Jutra, was
harder to figure out (and let me
tell you, "Jusqu' Au Coeur"
wasn't easy), as the only print we
could gt:t hold of lacked subtitles.
It seemed to have something to do
with a bunch of kids sitting
around talking about dope sex
lU).d politics- inter cut with ~orne
of the most amazing light • show
visuals you're likllly to encounter
outside of an a c1d trip.
Apparently, Jutra is well known
for his hallucinatory sequences. I
just sat there and went, "Wow!"
every once in a while.

When you know it's for keeps
Happily, all your special moments together will
be symbolized forever by your engagement and
wedding rings. If the name, 'Keepsake, is in tM
ring and on the lag, you are assured of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement diamond
is'perfect, of superb color, and precise cut. Your
Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of many lovely
styles. He's in the yellow pages under "Jeweler$."

Universal Travel
Service

~psa.ke®
I'IEGlSTERED OIAMONO RINGS

®

Air lines-Steamship
Tours & Groups
Mo>m!M!r-Ametican Society
of TrCJvel Agents

2906 Central SE

255-8665

NEED EXTRA CASH?

Here's How To Make It
IBUY AT WHOLESALE PRIC~S I
new, brand name audio equipment, blank
tape, musical instruments and all audio
accessories.

{THEN SELL Iand make that extra cash
you need. You're the boss. You set your

Ringt f;o~ $f00 ~o_$11,'),000
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,
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Shelley Heads Optimistic Gymnastics Squad
By WOLF AGUII..AR
Dana Shelley attribute& fine
coaching, encouragement 11nd
hard wo~k for his su.ccess qn .he
UNM Gymnastics team. The
senior physical education majot
who plans to coach gymnastics at
the high school level in Denver
will lead this year's Lobo
gymnasts after their fouttll
consecutive WAC Crown.
The · 5-7 co-captain came to
UNM as a freshman mainly
because of the fine gymnastics

program was the rl)la:M;ed
atmosphere in which they work
out. ''I am sure practically
everybody gets along and we all
help each other out in our
routines and tricks. We practice
together as a unit six days a week
from 3:30 to 6:30 and we 8et to

.. There's no question
about it, this year we'll win
1he WAC again •..•"

program under coach Rusty
Mitchell. "When I came to UNM I
really didn't like it because I had
so much to Jearn," said Shelley.
"My attitude had to be
straightened out first. I led the
pack in being kicked out of the
gym but people like Stormy
Eaton and Jim Royce helped and
encouraged me tremendously.
Without Lhem I'd be nothing."
Relaxed
Shelley pointed out the reason
for the high - calibre gymnastics

know each other very well."
Shelley credited graduate assistant
Hutch Dvork as a great help to the
team. "Hutch does so much for
this ~eam, and its morale, He's a
good judge of exercises and
routines and his enthusiasm is
very contagious. He is real easy to
get along with and corrects our
mistakes,'' Shelley said;

FUN
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OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Every Tue. $-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at University

I
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now an average crowd i& 5000."
A major factor in the gymnastic
teams pop1-1larity lies in the
performers. "I just can't aay
enough ahout them. "They':~;e all
well groomed, good st11dents and
less than half of them are here on
athletic scholar&hips. Many of
them are walk-ins,· who make the
team. Their determination and
attitudes nrc unbelievable."
National Attention
The success of the team has
greatly aided in recruiting top
talent. Most of the walk·ins are

'I realize the Athletic
Department has a limited
budget and has to . run
Football and Basketball...'

Chern Engineers

Kenneth Cox will speak on the
polymer chain dimensions lll!ing a
three • dimensional Monte Carlo
method in E.E. 219, Oct. 6 at
3:30. CalC is as$ociate professor of
chemical engineering.

from out of state, but gymnastics
is classified as a minor s,port and
gets only a handful of scholarships
to lure gifted individuals to UNM
each year. "I realize the athletic
department has a limited budget
and has to :run the football and
basketball programs," said
Shelley, "but we've brought
national attention to UNM

Senate Finance
The Senate Finance Committee
will meet at 6:30 p.m. Oct. 5 in
Room 231-C ofthe Union.

Arch Rival NMSU Aggies Next Lobo Test

....

FUN

Bright Season
Looking ahead toward the
upcoming season Shelley, a free
floor exercise and long horse
specialist, feels this year's team
has the personnel to dethrone
defending NCAA champion Iowa
State. "We're going to be strong
this year if a few of the guys
develop and we all stay healthy,"
Shelley said. "There's no question
about it, this year we'll win the
WAC conference again but we
expect stiffer competition from
.Arizona State. Iowa State lost a
few key performers from last
year's championship team and if
they make it out of the Big Eight
conference this- year we should
beat them," h;; addl;)d.
Knee Operation
Last year Shelley placed fourth
in the floor exetcises in the NCAA
championships and second in the
WAC to Stormy Eaton. "I should
do better this year," added
Shelley. "Last year I injured my
knee in practice toward the end of
the regular season and it hindered
my performance in the WAC and
NCAA championships. It still
bothers me in certain tricks I- do
while vaulting and I hope to get a
knee operaton before Christmas."
Shelley had high praise for the
athletic department ana the
nationally prominent program
they have built at UNM. "Interest
in gymnastics bali been gradually
generated in recent years," he
said. "We used to perform before
a couple of thousand people but

through ow: program and we need
more scholarships to compete
with larger schools."
"011e of the things l enjoy
doing most are the exhibitions we
do for the schools. I was
introduced to gymnastics in junior
high and my high school had a
good program. We do a lot of
'perform11nces for many
Albuquerque schools and
occru;ionally visit other ~;chools in
the state," added the blond
gymnast. "We all enjoy
performing during half-time of
football and basketball games.
Our main objective is to entertain
the fans and promote more school
spirit."
Shelley said he hopes more
students come to see the
performances at Johnson Gym
during the coming year and adds,
"We'vq got Olympic talent on this
team in Dave Repp and Jim lvicek
and I hope we get enough support
from the students."

By ROGER RUVOLO
Sometimes it is difficult to
separate Rudy Feldman's
comments about his next football
opponent from that opponent's
"brochure blurb" 'in its pre-season
sports information booklet.
· The comments usually begin
with a few general statements,
where it most resembles
"brochute blurb," and then
gradually evolves into somewhat
of a detailed cdtique of next
Saturday's foe. That sounds more
like a scare tactic to keep the
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Lobo football team from getting
overconfident.
But whatever the comments
resemble, it must be said that
Feldman is usually right in giving
them.
NMSU
Next Saturday night the Lobos
will take a 2·1 record into
University Stadium and face
downstate arch - rival New Mexico
State. UNM is coming off a 14·0
win over Bdgham Young this past.
wcclccnd, their first shutout in the
last 63 games. The Aggies suffered

CHALLENGE.

a 28-25 setback to Southern
Methodist in Dallas Saturday,
"New Mexico State is a better
football team than they've been
for quite some time," said
Feldman at a press luncheon
yesterday. "They have good
balance offensively, and they're as
physical as they were last year."
Bobbled Pass
The Lobos' 24-21 win over the
.Aggies last year is regarded as a
"fortunate" victory by Feldman.
He said they lll!ed a bobbled pass
and a pass mtercept1on to ne1p
win the game.
This year the Aggies have a new
quarterback in .sophomore Joe
Pisarcik, and already news is
starting to spread about his
ability. Reed Johnson, an assistant
~;oach at UNM, scouted the Aggie
loss to SMU. "He threw the ball
well,'' said Johnson. "He tried 35
passes and completed 22 of them
for a school record. Most of his
passes were on the mark."
Pisarcik's main receiver was
Skip Stephenson, a 150-pound
junior, Stephenson caught 10
passes for another school mark.
Pisarcik at 215 pounds is tall
enough and has good enough

protection to give the Lobo
secondary, already the beat in the
WAC, some problems.
Defensively
"He's a drop-back passer," said
Feldman. "Our secondary hasn't
really seen a drop-back pnsser this
year, so we'll find out how good a
pass defense Wll have this week."
It is because of this passing
ability that Feldman thinks the
Aggies are considerably better
than they were last year. But
Feldman doesn't hesitate to praise
the Aggie defense, led by
250-pound senior Joey Jackson .at
defensive end. Jackson is joined
on the left side by junior Cal
Deitz (225 ). On the right side is
Ray Mack (245) and Charles
Howard (210).
"In the two games they won
they kept the opponent from
scoring a touchdown," said
Feldman. "They have a good,
quick secondary,'' The secondary
he refers to uses a zone and
man-to·man defense (he said it is
often difficult t.o tell which}.
Senior strong safety Steve
McMahon is the veteran in the
secondary.

Cramped Conditions Hamper Dental Students
..

Plans Developed, Site Ch-osen For New Building
Story By Millicent Wauters
Photos byChuckFeil
Since their founding in 1960,
the Dental Programs have
graduated an ave:age class of 24
students from a small army
barrack on thll west edge of
campus.
. Due to lack of space, the past
administrator, Monica Novit$ki,
was able to facilitate only 18
dental units in the banack, thus
allowing for a small class of 24
&tudents.
After the barrack had been
equipped with several X-ray
machines and developing
equipment, no space was left for
offices. Therefore, a mobile trailer
parked parallel to the barrack hru;
been utilized for this purpose.
Crowded
The lack of space is further
complicated by the fact that the
facilities house, in addition to the
two year dental hygiene program,
a one-year dental assisting
program and a four-year Bachelor
of Science program,
Current Director of the UNM
Dental Programs, Daniel Qlifford,
stated, "The new building will
hopefully be started next year:•
"We have been trying to secure
funds for some time; but, due to a
federal cut-back in this area, it has
bee11 postponed," Clifford
explained. "However, we have
developed architectural plans and
decided on the building site."
Clifford said, "The Dental
Programs tvill share the building
with the Colleges of Pharmacy
and Nursing, and the eomp!ex will
be adjacent to the medical facility
on the north campus."
Cramped
The cramped conditions at the
dental program's barrack hamper
the student trainee in thll learning
process, as well as complicating
the performance of her duties.
Cleaning teeth, taking X·rays,
participating. in the Disease
Control Program, and helping to
administer the general program
are a part of her duties.
The present clinical facilities
rest'det the numbel' of patients
treated to students to only 1600
annually.
The. patient may have several
tasks performed. He may have his
teeth scaled and polished, x~rays
taken of his teeth, and have his
medical history evaluated,
The clinic also offers patient
education in the care ofteeth.
These tasks could be performed
with less Hme and effort
expended by the patient,
instructor, and student, if larger
facilities were available.

IF YOU CAN'T Pt:tHQJ;!
AFTER EATIN'

•

Intramural Stats

Independent League 1
1. I Phclta. Tbi
2. Nll.OTC
3. ATO "B"
4. CBS
G. Law Scho()l
6. Hokoua•Gto.nada
7. Coca-Cola.
8. Independent
Indep. League 2
.t. RecRoom
2. Independent
3. NESEP
4. Rebels
5. "F" Troop
6. Zill-Ho kona

7-0

6·2
4•3

3-4
3·4
3·4

2•5

1·6

5-o
4-1
3-2

2-3
1-4

o-5

Frat-Dorm L,ague 1
Sigma Chi
SAE
De-Vargas-Laguna
Delta Sigma Pbi
Kappa Alpha
6. Phi Delta Theta
Ftat-Dorm League 2
1. Pikes
2. Pbi Gamma Delta
3. Lambda Chi Alpha
4. Alpha Kappa Lambda
5. Lilly's
6. ATO
7. Alvarado
·
1.
2.
3.
4,
5.

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
5-o

and CLEANING

4-1
2-3
2-3

Coln-op Dry-Cleaning
~md Laundry
Coun;elor Always on Duly
2106 Central S.E.
247·01136

1-4
1-4

5-0
5-0
3-2
2-3
2-3

1-4
0-6

Mountaineering

A general meeting of the UNM
Mountaineering Club will take
place Oct. 6 at 7:30 p.m. in room
250-D in the Union. Future trips
will be planned and a slide show
of snow dimbing on Mt. Rainier
and Mt. Shuksan will. be shown.
For information, call Steve
Schum, at 842-9245.

GIVE A DAMN.
USE A CONDOM.

Takt tht wariY out of ser, and you'llllljoy it 6Yin mare!
Making love is great. And it you really give a damn about both your

live$ .. ,you'll want to protect her against accidental pregnaney, By
using a man's contraceptive that's been designed not only with pro-tection in mind, but with pleasure as well. For today's new condoms
are exquisitely sensitive, while stiU providing the 11ame detrendable
protedion the condom has always been noted fori
And rtow many <Jf the best brands of eonqoms ate available by mail
ftorn Population l'lanttirtg Associates ... and delivered to you in a
plain pe.ckage to protect your privacy,
_
ChOOI!e from the :Fetherlite from England, thinnest and most ex•
citing to use, With ''Sensitol" lubrication for extra enjoyment. Or
the NuForm, also from England, pre-shaped for a unique new sensation. Or the fanious Trojan. Or the y.oell-known and popular Sultan.
And many more. All electronically tested and lllade to exacting
11'DA standards.

In brewing Bud®, our choice
is to go all the way.
We hope beer matters
enough to you that you too
will go all the way .•.
with Budweiser.

WHEN YOU SAY

Budweiser.
YOU'VE SAID IT All!

1\NUEUStR·BUSCII, lNG. • ST. lOUtS
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for Men
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Fast DeliverY-Money-Back lluarantee
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_ _______

I
J

Pojlllatloll Pl~nnlnt AUoclatet
105 HDrtll Colalllbla
tbap&l Hill, H.C.27514

1· Please tu$11 me in

Y~

__ ....

Expert ong Hair Design
No Nets, Gels, Laquer

88·5

plain package:
I 0 Deluke sampler pat:k of 111 as•
sorted . condoms plus illustrated
1 brechure describing complete se•
1 lei:IIOil, $5.
.
I M 2 F.other. lites, 1 NuFor.m, plus
lifochure, $1.
I 1 enclose payment in full. If not
1 delighted, I may retutn unused
L ~~_! !_d:.!_ ~ !.!!!'..!!~'!:..

-::n""am:-.e,..-~----~(':"'P:1 .-a,-o-pr.,..tn.,.;tl
"'d""d,..,....,---..___~-----~ ress

~------------.,...,..city

-E

...,..,...
.......·-·

zip

state

l:'
' "J

-f

1

71I

. . ·~
0 Please send free Illustrated brochurl! 1
onJ~\~!t~!,!t~ ~i£!1!."2 !'!a.!:_v~ ..J

___

I'agc6

J

.RazorJs Edge
Sebring
Professional

Discover our fast. Iow-tost .aendce by sending just $5 for a deluxe
eampler pack of 18 assorted condoms...3 each of 6 different brands,
indluding the FetherUte and the NuFtmn-plll8 $!1 iliWJtratedbroehu~ describing our complete .aelection, Or send jll8t $1 and get
3 English bmnds: i! Fetherlite and 1 NuFonn, p!UB the btocbure.
All orders are filled the I!IIIIle day received and unt in a plain pe.ck·
..,.. Money- back lf not delighted.
..__...._ Mail
_..... coupon now.
.....,_...
age.

______ .... __.

NEW MEXICO LOBO

-

3The National Ballet of Korea~
Gale invites y··.au
OVer for the finest

!t
~

:

s~y~p~p'~~t~~~;Yr. '·.:;~tN~~~~~;~]~ ~
5504

2Jl!t~~~~~e S.E..

,_<_I_B_lk_.E_'a-st_o_f_sa_n_M_,_a_te_o)_..
Tuesday, October .5, 1971

Wednesday,October6-8:15PM

:t

Tickets Available Now

:

Telephone 277-3121

:

u~i~;~~:~~~~·~;i:~:~!~ i
Jofi:JiJt~!)~4tJS.:~-~~ ~
t
I• ******************* ~
266-011!10

. 7:00 a.m.-midnight

Ac-ross from Johnson Gym
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